
Dear Students, 

The set of documents is about the final years of the Cold War. 

Answer please the following questions: 

1) What did Ronald Reagan see as the main role for the United States in the world? (document 1) 
2) What were Ronald Reagan’s main aims at Geneva’ Meeting with Michel Gorbachev, November 1985? (document 2) 
3) What were the main agreements and disagreements between Reagan and Gorbachev in Geneva (document 3) 
4) How much influence did Bush Administration think it could have with the Soviets? What were its main concerns? (document 4) 
5) Why did Gorbachev accept Kohl’s proposals on Germany ? (document 5) 



Document 1 

President Ronald Reagan’ Address to the British Parliament, 1982 

And a few hundred kilometers behind the Berlin Wall, there is another symbol. In the center of Warsaw, there is a sign that notes the distances to two capitals. In one 
direction it points toward Moscow. In the other it points toward Brussels, headquarters of Western Europe's tangible unity. The marker says that the distances from 
Warsaw to Moscow and Warsaw to Brussels are equal. The sign makes this point: Poland is not East or West. Poland is at the center of European civilization. It has 
contributed mightily to that civilization. It is doing so today by being magnificently unreconciled to oppression. 

Poland's struggle to be Poland and to secure the basic rights we often take for granted demonstrates why we dare not take those rights for granted. Gladstone, defending 
the Reform Bill of 1866, declared, "You cannot fight against the future. Time is on our side.'' It was easier to believe in the march of democracy in Gladstone's day -- in 
that high noon of Victorian optimism. 

We're approaching the end of a bloody century plagued by a terrible political invention -- totalitarianism. Optimism comes less easily today, not because democracy is 
less vigorous, but because democracy's enemies have refined their instruments of repression. Yet optimism is in order, because day by day democracy is proving itself to 
be a not-at-all-fragile flower. From Stettin on the Baltic to Varna on the Black Sea, the regimes planted by totalitarianism have had more than 30 years to establish their 
legitimacy. But none -- not one regime -- has yet been able to risk free elections. Regimes planted by bayonets do not take root. 

The strength of the Solidarity movement in Poland demonstrates the truth told in an underground joke in the Soviet Union. It is that the Soviet Union would remain a 
one-party nation even if an opposition party were permitted, because everyone would join the opposition party. [Laughter] (….) 

Historians looking back at our time will note the consistent restraint and peaceful intentions of the West. They will note that it was the democracies who refused to use 
the threat of their nuclear monopoly in the forties and early fifties for territorial or imperial gain. Had that nuclear monopoly been in the hands of the Communist world, 
the map of Europe -- indeed, the world -- would look very different today. And certainly they will note it was not the democracies that invaded Afghanistan or supressed 
Polish Solidarity or used chemical and toxin warfare in Afghanistan and Southeast Asia. 

If history teaches anything it teaches self-delusion in the face of unpleasant facts is folly. We see around us today the marks of our terrible dilemma -- predictions of 
doomsday, anti-nuclear demonstrations, an arms race in which the West must, for its own protection, be an unwilling participant. At the same time we see totalitarian 
forces in the world who seek subversion and conflict around the globe to further their barbarous assault on the human spirit. What, then, is our course? Must civilization 
perish in a hail of fiery atoms? Must freedom wither in a quiet, deadening accommodation with totalitarian evil? (….) 

The hard evidence of totalitarian rule has caused in mankind an uprising of the intellect and will. Whether it is the growth of the new schools of economics in America or 
England or the appearance of the so-called new philosophers in France, there is one unifying thread running through the intellectual work of these groups -- rejection of 
the arbitrary power of the state, the refusal to subordinate the rights of the individual to the superstate, the realization that collectivism stifles all the best human 
impulses. (….) 

Chairman Brezhnev repeatedly has stressed that the competition of ideas and systems must continue and that this is entirely consistent with relaxation of tensions and 
peace. 



Well, we ask only that these systems begin by living up to their own constitutions, abiding by their own laws, and complying with the international obligations they have 
undertaken. We ask only for a process, a direction, a basic code of decency, not for an instant transformation. 

We cannot ignore the fact that even without our encouragement there has been and will continue to be repeated explosions against repression and dictatorships. The 
Soviet Union itself is not immune to this reality. Any system is inherently unstable that has no peaceful means to legitimize its leaders. In such cases, the very 
repressiveness of the state ultimately drives people to resist it, if necessary, by force. 

While we must be cautious about forcing the pace of change, we must not hesitate to declare our ultimate objectives and to take concrete actions to move toward them. 
We must be staunch in our conviction that freedom is not the sole prerogative of a lucky few, but the inalienable and universal right of all human beings. So states the 
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which, among other things, guarantees free elections. 

The objective I propose is quite simple to state: to foster the infrastructure of democracy, the system of a free press, unions, political parties, universities, which allows a 
people to choose their own way to develop their own culture, to reconcile their own differences through peaceful means. 

This is not cultural imperialism, it is providing the means for genuine self-determination and protection for diversity. Democracy already flourishes in countries with 
very different cultures and historical experiences. It would be cultural condescension, or worse, to say that any people prefer dictatorship to democracy. Who would 
voluntarily choose not to have the right to vote, decide to purchase government propaganda handouts instead of independent newspapers, prefer government to worker-
controlled unions, opt for land to be owned by the state instead of those who till it, want government repression of religious liberty, a single political party instead of a 
free choice, a rigid cultural orthodoxy instead of democratic tolerance and diversity? (….) 
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Document 3 

Geneva Summit Memorandum of Conversation. November 20, 1985: At this meeting the leaders discussed the possibility of producing a joint statement on 
the result of the Summit. In contrast to previous U.S.-Soviet summits, no draft of such a statement was prepared before due to U.S. objections to such a draft. 

See please a separated file DOCUMENTS_5 Geneva” 
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Document 5: 

 



 
 


